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Executive Summary 

Cisco Validated Designs (CVDs) consist of systems and solutions that are designed, tested, and doc-

umented to facilitate and improve customer deployments. These designs incorporate a wide range of 

technologies and products into a portfolio of solutions that have been developed to address the busi-

ness needs of our customers. 

This document discusses the design principles that go into the FlashStack™ solution, which is a vali-

dated Converged Infrastructure (CI) jointly developed by Cisco and Pure Storage. The solution is a 

predesigned, best-practice data center architecture with VMware vSphere built on the Cisco Unified 

Computing System (Cisco UCS), the Cisco Nexus® 9000 family of switches, Cisco MDS 9000 family of 

Fibre Channel switches and Pure Storage FlashArray//X R3 all flash array supporting either iSCSI or 

Fibre Channel storage access.  

In addition to that, this FlashStack solution is also delivered as Infrastructure as Code (IaC) to eliminate 

error-prone manual tasks, allowing quicker and more consistent solution deployments. Cisco Inter-

sight cloud platform delivers monitoring, orchestration, workload optimization and lifecycle manage-

ment capabilities for the FlashStack solution. 

The solution architecture presents a robust infrastructure viable for a wide range of application work-

loads implemented as a Virtual Server Infrastructure (VSI). 



 

 

 

 

Solution Overview 

Introduction 

In the current industry there is a trend for pre-engineered solutions which standardize the data center 

infrastructure, offering the business operational efficiencies, agility, and scale to address cloud, bi-

modal IT, and their business. Their challenge is complexity, diverse application support, efficiency, 

and risk; all these are met by FlashStack with: 

● Reduced complexity, automatable infrastructure and easily deployed resources 

● Robust components capable of supporting high performance and high bandwidth virtualized ap-

plications 

● Efficiency through optimization of network bandwidth and in-line storage compression with de-

duplication 

● Risk reduction at each level of the design with resiliency built into each touch point 

● Cloud based monitoring, management, and support of your physical and virtual infrastructure. 

Cisco and Pure Storage have partnered to deliver this Cisco Validated Design, which uses best of 

breed storage, server, and network components to serve as the foundation for virtualized workloads, 

enabling efficient architectural designs that can be quickly and confidently deployed.  

This document describes a reference architecture detailing a Virtual Server Infrastructure composed of 

Cisco Nexus switches, Cisco UCS Compute, Cisco MDS Multilayer Fabric Switches, and a Pure Stor-

age FlashArray//X50 R3 delivering VMware vSphere 7.0 U2 hypervisor environment. 

Audience 

The intended audience of this document includes but is not limited to data scientists, IT architects, 

sales engineers, field consultants, professional services, IT managers, partner engineering, DevOps, 

and Site Reliability Engineers (SREs) and customers who want to take advantage of an infrastructure 

built to deliver IT efficiency and enable IT innovation. 

Purpose of this Document 

This document discusses the design for FlashStack, implemented with either FC or iSCSI, centered 

around the Cisco UCS 6454 Fabric Interconnect and the Pure Storage FlashArray//X50 R3, delivering 

a Virtual Server Infrastructure on Cisco UCS B200 M6 Blade Servers running VMware vSphere 7.0 U2.  

The manual and automated deployment of these designs will be detailed in FlashStack Virtual Server 

Infrastructure Deployment Guide for this solution. 

What’s New in this Release? 

This version of the FlashStack VSI Design introduces the Cisco UCS M6 Servers featuring the 3rd Gen 

Intel Xeon Scalable processors. The design incorporates options for 25Gb iSCSi as well as 32Gb Fibre 

Channel protocols, both delivered with new design options and features. Highlights for this design in-

clude: 



 

 

 

 

● Support for Cisco UCS B200 M6 blade servers with 3rd Gen Intel Xeon Scalable Family proces-

sors and 3200 MHz memory 

● Support for Intel Optane Persistent Memory (PMem) 

● Support for the Cisco UCS Manager 4.2 

● Support for Pure Storage FlashArray//X50 R3 with Purity version 6.1.6 

● Support for NVMe over Fibre Channel (FC-NVMe) Datastores 

● Support for VMware vSphere 7.0 U2 

● Fully automated solution deployment covering FlashStack infrastructure and vSphere virtualiza-

tion 

● Support for Cisco Intersight Software as a Service (SaaS) Management 

● Support for Cisco Data Center Network Manager (DCNM)-SAN Version 11.5(1) 

● Unified Extensible Firmware Interface (UEFI) Secure Boot of VMware ESXi 7.0 Update 2 

● Trusted Platform Module (TPM) 2.0 Attestation of UEFI Secure Boot of VMware ESXi 7.0 Update 

2 

Solution Summary 

FlashStack provides a jointly supported solution by Cisco and Pure Storage. Bringing a carefully vali-

dated architecture built on superior compute, world class networking, and the leading innovations in 

all flash storage. These components are integrated and validated, and the entire stack is automated so 

that customers can deploy the solution quickly and efficiently while eliminating many of the risks asso-

ciated with researching, designing, building, and deploying similar solutions from the ground up.  



 

 

 

 

 

The portfolio of validated offerings from FlashStack includes but is not limited to the following: 

● Consistent performance: FlashStack provides higher, more consistent performance than disk-

based solutions and delivers a converged infrastructure based on all-flash that provides non-

disruptive upgrades and scalability. 

● Cost savings: FlashStack uses less power, cooling, and data center space when compared to 

legacy disk/hybrid storage. It provides industry-leading storage data reduction and exceptional 

storage density. 

● Simplicity: FlashStack requires low ongoing maintenance and reduces operational overhead. It 

also scales simply and smoothly in step with business requirements. 

● Deployment choices: It is available as a custom-built single unit from FlashStack partners, but 

organizations can also deploy using equipment from multiple sources, including equipment they 

already own. 

● Unique business model: The Pure Storage Evergreen Storage Model enables companies to 

keep their storage investments forever, which means no more forklift upgrades and no more 

downtime. 

● Mission-critical resiliency: FlashStack offers best in class performance by providing active-

active resiliency, no single point of failure, and non-disruptive operations, enabling organizations 

to maximize productivity. 

● Support choices: Focused, high-quality single number reach for FlashStack support is available 

from FlashStack Authorized Support Partners. Single-number support is also available directly 

from Cisco Systems as part of the Cisco Solution Support for Data Center offering. Support for 



 

 

 

 

FlashStack components is also available from Cisco, VMware, and Pure Storage individually and 

leverages TSANet for resolution of support queries between vendors. 



 

 

 

 

Technology Overview 

The FlashStack architecture is comprised of the following infrastructure components for compute, 

network, and storage: 

● Cisco Unified Computing System (Cisco UCS) 

● Cisco Nexus and Cisco MDS Switches 

● Pure FlashArray 

 FlashStack for Virtual Server Infrastructure – Components Figure 1. 

 

These components are connected and configured according to the best practices of both Cisco and 

Pure and provide an ideal platform for running a variety of workloads with confidence. One of the key 

benefits of FlashStack is the ability to maintain consistency at both scale-up and scale-out models. 

The current solution comprises of following core components: 

The FlashStack reference architecture explained in this document leverages: 

● Cisco UCS Manager on Cisco 4th generation 6454 Fabric Interconnects to support 10GbE, 

25GbE and 100GbE connectivity from various components. 



 

 

 

 

● Cisco UCS 5108 Chassis with Cisco UCS B200 M6 blade servers and support for Cisco B200 

M5, Cisco UCS C220 M5 rack servers and Cisco UCS C4200 chassis with Cisco UCS C125 M5 

nodes to support vSphere virtualization. 

● High-Speed Cisco NX-OS based Nexus 93180YC-FX switching design to support up to 100GbE 

connectivity. 

● High-Speed Cisco NX-OS based MDS 9132T switching design to support up to 32Gb connec-

tivity to support SCSI and NVMe end-to-end over Fibre Channel.     

● Pure FlashArray//X R3 ALL-NVMe storage with 25GbE connectivity to Cisco Nexus switching 

fabric. 

● Pure FlashArray//X R3 ALL-NVMe storage with 32Gb FC connectivity to Cisco MDS switching 

fabric. 

● VMware vSphere 7.0 U2 

The key features and highlights for these FlashStack components are explained in the following sec-

tions. 

Cisco Unified Computing System 

Cisco Unified Computing System™ (Cisco UCS®) is an integrated computing infrastructure with intent-

based management to automate and accelerate deployment of all your applications, including virtual-

ization and cloud computing, scale-out and bare metal workloads, and in-memory analytics, as well 

as edge computing that supports remote and branch locations and massive amounts of data from the 

Internet of Things (IoT). The system is flexible, agile, and adaptable, and the portfolio of products sup-

ported by Cisco UCS includes blade, rack, multinode, and storage-intensive servers; converged infra-

structure; hyperconverged infrastructure (Cisco HyperFlex™ systems); and solutions for the network 

edge such as Cisco UCS Mini and Cisco HyperFlex Edge. Cisco UCS supports blade, rack, multinode, 

and storage servers in a single domain of up to 160 servers. 

Cisco UCS B200 M6 Blade Servers 

The enterprise-class Cisco UCS B200 M6 blade server shown in Figure 2 extends the capabilities of 

Cisco’s Unified Computing System portfolio in a half-width blade form factor 

 Cisco UCS B200 M6 Blade Server Figure 2. 

 

The Cisco UCS B200 M6 server is the follow-on server to the popular Cisco UCS B200 M5 server and 

includes support for the following: 

● Up to two 3rd Gen Intel Xeon Scalable processors (with up to 40 cores per socket) 



 

 

 

 

● Memory: 

◦ 32 DIMM slots (16 DIMMs per CPU socket) 

◦ 3200 MHz DDR4 memory plus other speeds depending on the CPU installed. 

◦ 32x DDR4 DIMMs for up to 8 TB of capacity using 256 GB DIMMs, or 

◦ 16x DDR4 DIMMs + 16x Intel Optane™ persistent memory modules for up to 12 TB of memory 

● Up to 3 PCIe 4.0 slots plus a modular LAN on Motherboard (mLOM) slot 

● Support for Cisco UCS VIC 1400 Series adapters as well as third-party options 

● Up to two SATA/NVMe disk drives or up to four M.2 drives  

● Up to two GPUs supported 

For more information about the Cisco UCS B200 M6 Blade Servers, see: 

https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/collateral/servers-unified-computing/ucs-b-series-blade-

servers/datasheet-c78-2368888.html 

Cisco UCS 6400 series Fabric Interconnects 

The Cisco UCS Fabric Interconnects (FIs) provide a single point for connectivity and management for 

the entire Cisco UCS system. Typically deployed as an active-active pair, the system’s FIs integrate all 

components into a single, highly available management domain controlled by the Cisco UCS Manager. 

Cisco UCS FIs provide a single unified fabric for the system, with low-latency, lossless, cut-through 

switching that supports LAN, SAN and management traffic using a single set of cables. 

The Cisco UCS 6454 (Figure 3 ) deployed for this validation, provides the management and communi-

cation backbone for the Cisco UCS B-Series Blade Servers, Cisco UCS 5108 B-Series Server Chassis 

and Cisco UCS Managed C-Series Rack Servers. All servers attached to the Cisco UCS 6454 Fabric 

Interconnect become part of a single, highly available management domain. In addition, by supporting 

a unified fabric, the Cisco UCS 6454 provides both the LAN and SAN connectivity for all servers within 

its domain. The Cisco UCS 6454 supports deterministic, low-latency, line-rate 10/25/40/100 Gigabit 

Ethernet ports, a switching capacity of 3.82 Tbps, and 320 Gbps bandwidth between FI 6454 and IOM 

2208 per 5108 blade chassis, independent of packet size and enabled services 

 Cisco UCS 6400 Series Fabric Interconnect Figure 3. 

 

Cisco UCS 2408 Fabric Extender 

The Cisco UCS 2408 connects the I/O fabric between the Cisco UCS 6454 Fabric Interconnect and 

the Cisco UCS 5100 Series Blade Server Chassis, enabling a lossless and deterministic converged 

fabric to connect all blades and chassis together.  

The Cisco UCS 2408 Fabric Extender has eight 25-Gigabit Ethernet, FCoE-capable, Small Form-

Factor Pluggable (SFP28) ports that connect the blade chassis to the fabric interconnect. Each Cisco 

UCS 2408 provides 10-Gigabit Ethernet ports connected through the midplane to each half-width slot 

https://cisco-my.sharepoint.com/personal/lideruyt_cisco_com/Documents/Desktop/lideruyt/Desktop/Work/Suzanne/FlashStack/VMware/WEM/:%20https:/www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/collateral/servers-unified-computing/ucs-b-series-blade-servers/datasheet-c78-2368888.html
https://cisco-my.sharepoint.com/personal/lideruyt_cisco_com/Documents/Desktop/lideruyt/Desktop/Work/Suzanne/FlashStack/VMware/WEM/:%20https:/www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/collateral/servers-unified-computing/ucs-b-series-blade-servers/datasheet-c78-2368888.html
https://cisco-my.sharepoint.com/personal/lideruyt_cisco_com/Documents/Desktop/lideruyt/Desktop/Work/Suzanne/FlashStack/VMware/WEM/:%20https:/www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/collateral/servers-unified-computing/ucs-b-series-blade-servers/datasheet-c78-2368888.html


 

 

 

 

in the chassis, giving it a total 32 10G interfaces to UCS blades. Typically configured in pairs for re-

dundancy, two fabric extenders provide up to 400 Gbps of I/O from FI 6400s to 5108 chassis. 

Cisco UCS 1400 Series Virtual Interface Cards (VICs) 

Cisco VICs support Cisco SingleConnect technology, which provides an easy, intelligent, and efficient 

way to connect and manage computing in your data center. Cisco SingleConnect unifies LAN, SAN, 

and systems management into one simplified link for rack servers and blade servers. This technology 

reduces the number of network adapters, cables, and switches needed and radically simplifies the 

network, reducing complexity. Cisco VICs can support 256 Express (PCIe) virtual devices, either virtual 

Network Interface Cards (vNICs) or virtual Host Bus Adapters (vHBAs), with a high rate of I/O Opera-

tions Per Second (IOPS), support for lossless Ethernet, and 10/25/40/100-Gbps connection to serv-

ers. The PCIe Generation 3 x 16 interface helps ensure optimal bandwidth to the host for network-

intensive applications, with a redundant path to the fabric interconnect. Cisco VICs support NIC team-

ing with fabric failover for increased reliability and availability. In addition, it provides a policy-based, 

stateless, agile server infrastructure for your data center. 

The Cisco VIC 1400 series is designed for Cisco UCS B-Series and X-Series M5 and M6 Blade Serv-

ers, Cisco UCS C-Series M5 and M6 Rack Servers, and Cisco S-Series M5 Storage Servers. The 

adapters are capable of supporting 10/25/40/100-Gigabit Ethernet and Fibre Channel over Ethernet 

(FCoE). It incorporates Cisco’s next-generation Converged Network Adapter (CNA) technology and 

offers a comprehensive feature set, providing investment protection for future feature software releas-

es. In addition, the VIC supports Cisco’s Data Center Virtual Machine Fabric Extender (VM-FEX) tech-

nology. This technology extends the Cisco UCS fabric interconnect ports to virtual machines, simplify-

ing server virtualization deployment. 

The Cisco VIC 1400 Supports NVMe capabilities by adding NVMe over Fabrics (NVMeoF) with RoCEv2 

addition to existing support for NVMe over Fabrics using Fibre Channel (FC-NVMe). 

Intel Optane DC Persistent Memory  

Intel® Optane™ DC Persistent Memory is a new technology designed to fill the capacity, cost, and 

performance gaps between traditional DRAM memory and storage for servers.  

While the performance of DRAM is great, it is relatively expensive and volatile (the contents disappear 

when the server is rebooted). SSDs, one option for storing programs and data, while faster than hard 

disk drives, are not nearly as fast as DIMMs, though their content isn’t volatile. Intel Optane DC Persis-

tent Memory was designed to provide an option between DRAM and SSD, reducing the cost while po-

tentially increasing the size of server memory and/or providing the fastest persistent storage of data. 

Up to half of the server’s DIMM slots can be used for Intel Optane DC Persistent Memory. 

Cisco UCS introduce support for the Intel® Optane™ Data Center persistent memory modules on the 

Cisco UCS M5 servers that are based on the Second Generation Intel® Xeon® Scalable processors. 

Starting with Cisco UCS Manager Release 4.2, the support for the Intel® Optane™ Data Center persis-

tent memory modules on the Cisco UCS M6 servers that are based on the 3rd Generation Intel® Xeon® 

Scalable are also provided.  



 

 

 

 

With 3rd Gen Intel® Xeon® Scalable processors and Intel Optane PMem 200 series workloads can op-

timize performance and cost by creating a 2-tier hierarchy in memory and storage. 

Intel® Optane™ Persistent Memory 200 Series 

Intel® Optane™ PMem 200 series coexists side-by-side with system memory, occupying existing 

DRAM slots. It delivers an average of up to 32 percent more memory bandwidth than the previous 

generation.1 Available in 128 GB, 256 GB, and 512 GB modules, it offers both large capacity and per-

sistence that enable new platform architectures to: 

● Help accelerate large-memory computing by keeping more data closer to the CPU 

● Accelerate restart times with reduced I/O by persisting data in memory and not require reloading 

from storage 

● Reduce power consumption for large-memory nodes 

This design validated DC Persistent Memory for VMware ESXi 7.0 U2 host in App Direct Mode as well 

as the Memory Mode with Cisco UCS M6 servers as specified in the article vSphere Support for Intel's 

Optane Persistent Memory (PMEM) (67645). 

Cisco UCS Management 

While Cisco UCS is stateless, programmable infrastructure, the Cisco UCS unified API is how man-

agement tools program it. This enables the tools to help guarantee consistent, error-free, policy-

based alignment of server personalities with workloads. Through automation, transforming the server 

and networking components of your infrastructure into a complete solution is fast and error-free be-

cause programmability eliminates the error-prone manual configuration of servers and integration into 

solutions. Server, network, and storage administrators are now free to focus on strategic initiatives ra-

ther than spending their time performing tedious tasks 

Cisco UCS Manager 

Cisco UCS® Manager (UCSM) provides a unified, integrated management for all software and hard-

ware components in Cisco UCS. Cisco UCSM manages a single domain through an intuitive HTML 5-

based GUI which is embedded in each fabric interconnect. Running in a redundant, high-availability 

configuration, it creates a single, self-aware, self-integrating unified system that recognizes and inte-

grates components as they are added to the system. It quickly and accurately configures computing, 

network, storage, and storage-access resources to reduce the chance of errors that can cause down-

time. Its role and policy-based approach helps organizations more easily align policies and configura-

tions with workloads. While Cisco UCS Manager requires an “always on” connection, our other tools 

are evolving to manage systems to which they are not continuously connected. 

Cisco Intersight Software-as-a-Service Management 

The Cisco Intersight platform is a software-as-a-service (SaaS) infrastructure lifecycle management 

platform that delivers simplified configuration, deployment, maintenance, and support. The Cisco In-

tersight platform is designed to be modular, so customers can adopt services based on their individual 

requirements. The platform significantly simplifies IT operations by bridging applications with infra-

structure, providing visibility and management from bare-metal servers and hypervisors to serverless 

https://kb.vmware.com/s/article/67645
https://kb.vmware.com/s/article/67645


 

 

 

 

applications, thereby reducing costs and mitigating risk. This unified SaaS platform uses a unified 

Open API design that natively integrates with the third-party platforms and tools. 

 Cisco Intersight Overview Figure 4. 

 

The main benefits of Cisco Intersight infrastructure services are as follows: 

● Simplify daily operations by automating many daily manual tasks. 

● Combine the convenience of a SaaS platform with the capability to connect from anywhere and 

manage infrastructure through a browser or mobile app. 

● Stay ahead of problems and accelerate trouble resolution through advanced support capabilities. 

● Gain global visibility of infrastructure health and status along with advanced management and 

support capabilities. 

● Upgrade to add workload optimization and Kubernetes services when needed. 

Intersight provides the following capabilities for this FlashStack solution with Cisco UCS deployed in 

UCS managed mode: 

● Global dashboard and inventory - When you manage your FlashStack infrastructure with Cisco 

Intersight, you can view a global dashboard that gives you overall server status and enables you 

to drill down to view individual components (such as disk drives) With a global inventory of your 

devices, it’s easy to track the location of each of your assets. 

● Cisco TAC - Delivers proactive support and Return Materials Authorizations (RMAs) through tight 

integration with Cisco Technical Assistance Center (TAC) 

● Recommendation engine - The recommendation engine provides predictive analytics, security 

advisories, hardware compatibility alerts, and additional functions. Intersight has insight into your 

operating system and driver versions. It can use these to validate that your implementations are 

supported by Cisco’s Hardware Configuration List (HCL). 

● Lifecycle management – Cisco Intersight provides lifecycle management of Cisco UCS servers 

by offering simplified firmware upgrade capabilities from the cloud platform. 



 

 

 

 

DevOps and Tool Support 

The Cisco UCS unified API is of great benefit to developers and administrators who want to treat 

physical infrastructure the way they treat other application services, using processes that automatically 

provision or change IT resources. Similarly, your IT staff needs to provision, configure, and monitor 

physical and virtual resources; automate routine activities; and rapidly isolate and resolve problems. 

The Cisco UCS unified API integrates with DevOps management tools and processes and enables you 

to easily adopt DevOps methodologies. 

Pure Storage FlashArray with Intersight 

The Cisco Intersight Premier edition offers private-cloud Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) orchestra-

tion across Cisco UCS, HyperFlex, and third-party endpoints including VMware vCenter and Pure 

Storage. This feature, called Cisco Intersight Orchestrator, enables you to create and execute work-

flows in Cisco Intersight. For example, provisioning a Pure Storage FlashArray or deploying a new vir-

tual machine from a template could involve multiple tasks, but with Cisco Intersight Orchestrator, the 

administrator has a workflow designer to visualize a workflow definition and monitor the execution of 

that workflow on any infrastructure element. 

Cisco Intersight Assist 

Cisco Intersight Assist helps customers add endpoint devices to Cisco Intersight. A datacenter could 

have multiple devices that do not connect directly with Cisco Intersight. Any device that is supported 

by Cisco Intersight but does not connect directly with it, will need a connection mechanism. Cisco In-

tersight Assist provides that connection mechanism. In FlashStack, VMware vCenter and Pure Storage 

FlashArray connect to Intersight with the help of Intersight Assist VM.  

Cisco Intersight integrates with VMware vCenter and Pure Storage FlashArray as follows: 

● Cisco Intersight uses the device connector running within Cisco Intersight Assist virtual appliance 

to communicate with the VMware vCenter. 

● Cisco Intersight uses the device connector running within Cisco Intersight Assist virtual appliance 

to integrate with Pure Storage FlashArray//X50 R3. 



 

 

 

 

 Cisco Intersight, VMware vCenter and Pure Storage Integration Figure 5. 

 

Cisco Workload Optimization Manager  

Cisco Workload Optimization Manager (CWOM) is a real-time decision engine that drives continuous 

health in the IT environment. Its intelligent software constantly analyzes workload consumption, costs, 

and compliance constraints. It assures application performance by giving workloads the resources 

they need when required. CWOM provides specific real-time actions that ensure workloads get the 

resources they need for: 

● Planning 

● Placement 

● Reports 

● Overall Dashboard 

The CWOM dashboard provides views specific to On-Prem, the Cloud, or a Hybrid view of infrastruc-

ture, applications, and costs across both. 



 

 

 

 

 CWOM Dashboard Figure 6. 

 

For more information about the full capabilities of workload optimization, planning, and reporting, see: 

https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/servers-unified-computing/workload-optimization-

manager/index.html 

Cisco Nexus 

Cisco Nexus series switches provide an Ethernet switching fabric for communications between the 

Cisco UCS, Pure Storage controllers, and the rest of a customer’s network. There are many factors to 

consider when choosing the main data switch in this type of architecture to support both the scale and 

the protocols required for the resulting applications. All Cisco Nexus switch models including the Cis-

co Nexus 5000 and Cisco Nexus 7000 are supported in this design and may provide additional fea-

tures such as FCoE or OTV. However, be aware that there may be slight differences in setup and con-

figuration based on the switch used. The validation for this deployment leverages the Cisco Nexus 

9000 series switches, which deliver high performance 10/25/40/50/100GbE ports, density, low laten-

cy, and exceptional power efficiency in a broad range of compact form factors. 

Many of the most recent single-site FlashStack designs also use this switch due to the advanced fea-

ture set and the ability to support Application Centric Infrastructure (ACI) mode. When leveraging ACI 

fabric mode, the Cisco Nexus 9000 series switches are deployed in a spine-leaf architecture. Alt-

hough the reference architecture covered in this design does not leverage ACI, it lays the foundation 

for customer migration to ACI in the future, and fully supports ACI today if required. 

For more information, see: http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/switches/nexus-9000-series-

switches/index.html. 

https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/servers-unified-computing/workload-optimization-manager/index.html
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/servers-unified-computing/workload-optimization-manager/index.html
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/switches/nexus-9000-series-switches/index.html
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/switches/nexus-9000-series-switches/index.html


 

 

 

 

This FlashStack design deploys a single pair of Cisco Nexus 93180YC-FX top-of-rack switches 

(Figure 7) within each placement, using the traditional standalone mode running NX-OS. 

 Cisco Nexus 93180YC-FX Figure 7. 

 

Cisco MDS 

The Cisco® MDS 9132T 32G Multilayer Fabric Switch is the next generation of the highly reliable, flex-

ible, and low-cost Cisco MDS 9100 Series switches. It combines high performance with exceptional 

flexibility and cost effectiveness. This powerful, compact one rack-unit (1RU) switch scales from 8 to 

32 line-rate 32 Gbps Fibre Channel ports. The MDS 9132T Fibre Channel Switch is featured in this 

design as the option for the Fibre Channel network. 

 Cisco MDS 9132T Figure 8. 

 

The Cisco MDS 9132T delivers advanced storage networking features and functions with ease of 

management and compatibility with the entire Cisco MDS 9000 Family portfolio for reliable end-to-

end connectivity. This switch also offers state-of-the-art SAN analytics and telemetry capabilities that 

have been built into this next-generation hardware platform. This new state-of-the-art technology 

couples the next-generation port ASIC with a fully dedicated Network Processing Unit designed to 

complete analytics calculations in real time. The telemetry data extracted from the inspection of the 

frame headers are calculated on board (within the switch) and, using an industry-leading open format, 

can be streamed to any analytics-visualization platform. This switch also includes a dedicated 

10/100/1000BASE-T telemetry port to maximize data delivery to any telemetry receiver including Cis-

co Data Center Network Manager.  

Cisco Data Center Network Manager (DCNM)-SAN 

Cisco DCNM-SAN can be used to monitor, configure, and analyze Cisco 32Gbps Fibre Channel fab-

rics and show information about the Cisco Nexus switching fabric. Cisco DCNM-SAN is deployed as a 

virtual appliance from an OVA and is managed through a web browser. Once the Cisco MDS and Nex-

us switches are added with the appropriate credentials and licensing, monitoring of the SAN and 

Ethernet fabrics can begin. Additionally, VSANs, Device Aliases, Zones, and Zonesets can be added, 

modified, and deleted using the DCNM point and click interface. Device Manager can also be used to 

configure the Cisco MDS switches. SAN Analytics can be added to Cisco MDS switches to provide 

insights into the fabric by allowing customers to monitor, analyze, identify, and troubleshoot perfor-

mance issues. 

Cisco DCNM Integration with Cisco Intersight 

The Cisco Network Insights Base (Cisco NI Base) application provides TAC Assist functionalities which 

are useful when working with Cisco TAC. It provides a way for Cisco Customers to collect tech sup-

port across multiple devices and upload those tech supports to Cisco Cloud. The Cisco NI Base app 



 

 

 

 

collects the CPU, device name, device product id, serial number, version, memory, device type, and 

disk usage information for the nodes in the fabric. Cisco NI Base application is connected to the Cisco 

Intersight cloud portal through a Device Connector which is embedded in the management controller 

of the Cisco DCNM platform. The Device Connector provides a secure way for connected Cisco 

DCNM to send and receive information from the Cisco Intersight portal, using a secure Internet con-

nection. 

Pure Storage FlashArray 

The Pure Storage FlashArray family delivers purpose-built, software-defined all-flash power and reli-

ability for businesses of every size. FlashArray is all-flash enterprise storage that is up to 10X faster, 

more space and power efficient, more reliable, and far simpler than other available solutions. Critically, 

FlashArray also costs less, with a TCO that's typically 50% lower than traditional performance disk ar-

rays. 

At the top of the FlashArray line is FlashArray//X – the first mainstream, 100% NVMe, enterprise-class 

all-flash array. //X represents a higher performance tier for mission-critical databases, top-of-rack 

flash deployments, and Tier 1 application consolidation. //X, at 1PB in 3U, with hundred-microsecond 

range latency and GBs of bandwidth, delivers an unprecedented level of performance density making 

possible previously unattainable levels of consolidation. 

 Pure Storage FlashArray//X R3 Figure 9. 

 

Purity for FlashArray (Purity//FA 6) 

At the heart of every FlashArray is Purity Operating Environment software. Purity//FA6 implements ad-

vanced data reduction, storage management, and flash management features, enabling organizations 

to enjoy Tier 1 data services for all workloads, proven 99.9999% availability over two years (inclusive 

of maintenance and generational upgrades), completely non-disruptive operations, 2X better data re-

duction versus alternative all-flash solutions, and – with FlashArray//X – the power and efficiency of 

DirectFlash™. Moreover, Purity includes enterprise-grade data security, comprehensive data protec-

tion options, and complete business continuity via ActiveCluster multi-site stretch cluster. All these 

features are included with every array. 



 

 

 

 

FlashArray//X R3 Specifications 

 



 

 

 

 

 

[*] Stated //X specifications are applicable to //X R3 versions. 

[**] Effective capacity assumes HA, RAID, and metadata overhead, GB-to-GiB conversion, and in-

cludes the benefit of data reduction with always-on inline deduplication, compression, and pattern 

removal. Average data reduction is calculated at 5-to-1 and does not include thin provisioning. 

[†] Array accepts Pure Storage DirectFlash Shelf and/or Pure. 



 

 

 

 

Pure1 

Pure1, a cloud-based management, analytics, and support platform, expands the self-managing, 

plug-n-play design of Pure all-flash arrays with the machine learning predictive analytics and continu-

ous scanning of Pure1 Meta™ to enable an effortless, worry-free data platform. 

 

Pure1 Manage 

In the Cloud IT operating model, installing, and deploying management software is an oxymoron: you 

simply login. Pure1 Manage is SaaS-based, allowing you to manage your array from any browser or 

from the Pure1 Mobile App – with nothing extra to purchase, deploy, or maintain. From a single dash-

board you can manage all your arrays, with full visibility on the health and performance of your stor-

age.  

Pure1 Analyze 

Pure1 Analyze delivers true performance forecasting – giving customers complete visibility into the 

performance and capacity needs of their arrays – now and in the future. Performance forecasting ena-

bles intelligent consolidation and unprecedented workload optimization.  

Pure1 Support 

Pure combines an ultra-proactive support team with the predictive intelligence of Pure1 Meta to deliv-

er unrivaled support that’s a key component in our proven FlashArray 99.9999% availability. Custom-

ers are often surprised and delighted when we fix issues they did not even know existed. 

Pure1 META 

The foundation of Pure1 services, Pure1 Meta is global intelligence built from a massive collection of 

storage array health and performance data. By continuously scanning call-home telemetry from Pure 

Storage’s installed base, Pure1 Meta uses machine learning predictive analytics to help resolve poten-



 

 

 

 

tial issues and optimize workloads. The result is both a white glove customer support experience and 

breakthrough capabilities like accurate performance forecasting. 

Meta is always expanding and refining what it knows about array performance and health, moving the 

Data Platform toward a future of self-driving storage. 

VMware vSphere 7.0 U2 

VMware vSphere is a virtualization platform for holistically managing large collections of infrastructures 

(resources-CPUs, storage, and networking) as a seamless, versatile, and dynamic operating environ-

ment. Unlike traditional operating systems that manage an individual machine, VMware vSphere ag-

gregates the infrastructure of an entire data center to create a single powerhouse with resources that 

can be allocated quickly and dynamically to any application in need.  

vSphere 7.0 U2 brings several improvements and simplifications including, but not limited to: 

● VMware vSphere Virtual Volumes statistics for better debugging - track performance statistics 

for vSphere Virtual Volumes to quickly identify issues such as latency in third-party VASA pro-

vider responses. By using a set of commands, you can get statistics for all VASA providers in 

your system, or for a specified namespace or entity in the given namespace or enable statistics 

tracking for the complete namespace. 

● vSphere Native Key Provider - Enables the use of vTPMs, vSphere Virtual Machine Encryption, 

and vSAN Data at Rest Encryption, when you do not require or want an external key server. 

● vSphere HA support for Persistent Memory (PMEM) workloads - to deliver DRS initial placement 

and vSphere High Availability support for workloads that use non-volatile, persistent memory 

technologies. 

● vSphere Lifecycle Manager fast upgrades – a replacement for VMware Update Manager, bring-

ing a suite of capabilities to make lifecycle operations better. 

● vMotion Auto Scaling - enables vSphere to automatically tune vMotion for best performance on 

modern, high-speed 25, 40, and 100 Gbps Ethernet networks. 

For more information about VMware vSphere and its components, see: 

http://www.vmware.com/products/vsphere.html. 

Red Hat Ansible 

Ansible is simple and powerful, allowing users to easily manage various physical devices within 

FlashStack including the provisioning of Cisco UCS bare metal servers, Cisco Nexus switches, Pure 

FlashArray storage and VMware vSphere. Using Ansible’s Playbook-based automation is easy and in-

tegrates into your current provisioning infrastructure. This solution offers Ansible Playbooks that are 

made available from a GitHub repository that customers can access to automate the FlashStack de-

ployment. 

http://www.vmware.com/products/vsphere.html


 

 

 

 

Solution Design 

FlashStack with Cisco UCS M6 servers and VMware vSphere 7.0 U2 delivers a Virtual Server Infra-

structure that is redundant, using the best practices of Cisco and Pure Storage. The solution includes 

VMware vSphere 7.0 U2 hypervisor installed on the Cisco UCS M6 compute nodes configured for 

stateless compute design using boot from SAN. Pure Storage FlashArray//X50 R3 provides the stor-

age infrastructure required for setting up the VMware environment. Cisco UCS Manager is utilized to 

configure and manage the UCS infrastructure with Cisco Intersight providing lifecycle management 

capabilities. The solution requirements and design details are covered in this section. 

Physical Topology  

FlashStack with Cisco UCS M6 servers supports both IP and Fibre Channel (FC) based storage access 

design. For the IP based solution, iSCSI configuration on Cisco UCS and Pure Storage FlashArray is 

utilized to setup storage access including boot from SAN for the compute node. For the FC designs, 

Pure Storage FlashArray and Cisco UCS are connected through Cisco MDS 9132T switches and stor-

age access utilizes the FC network. The physical connectivity details for both IP and FC designs are 

covered below.  

IP-based Storage Access 

The physical topology for the IP-based FlashStack is shown in Figure 10. 



 

 

 

 

 FlashStack - Physical Topology for IP Connectivity Figure 10. 

 

To validate the IP-based storage access in a FlashStack configuration, the components are set up as 

follows: 

● Cisco UCS 6454 Fabric Interconnects provide the chassis and network connectivity. 

● The Cisco UCS 5108 Modular Chassis connects to fabric interconnects using the Cisco 2408XP 

IOM within modules hosted within the chassis, where four 25 Gigabit Ethernet ports are used on 

each IOM to connect to appropriate FI. Depending on customer workload requirements, for ad-

ditional bandwidth all eight ports can be used to connect IOM to FI. 

● Cisco UCS B200 M6 servers contain fourth-generation Cisco 1440 virtual interface cards. 

● Cisco Nexus 93180YC-FX Switches in Cisco NX-OS mode provide the switching fabric. 

● Cisco UCS 6454 Fabric Interconnect 100 Gigabit Ethernet uplink ports connect to Cisco Nexus 

93180YC-FX Switches in a virtual port channel (vPC) configuration. 

● The Pure Storage FlashArray//X50 R3 connects to the Cisco Nexus 93180YC-FX Switches using 

four 25 GE ports. 

● VMware 7.0 U2 ESXi software is installed on Cisco UCS B200 M6 servers to validate the infra-

structure. 



 

 

 

 

FC-based Storage Access 

The physical topology for the FC-based FlashStack is shown in Figure 11. 

 FlashStack - Physical Topology for FC Connectivity Figure 11. 

 

To validate the FC based storage access in a FlashStack configuration, the components are set up as 

follows: 

● Cisco UCS 6454 Fabric Interconnects provide the chassis and network connectivity. 

● The Cisco UCS 5108 Modular Chassis connects to fabric interconnects using the Cisco 2408XP 

IOM within modules hosted within the chassis, where four 25 Gigabit Ethernet ports are used on 

each IOM to connect to the appropriate FI. 

● Cisco UCS B200 M6 servers contain fourth-generation Cisco 1440 virtual interface cards. 

● Cisco Nexus 93180YC-FX Switches in Cisco NX-OS mode provide the switching fabric. 

● Cisco UCS 6454 Fabric Interconnect 100 Gigabit Ethernet uplink ports connect to Cisco Nexus 

93180YC-FX3 Switches in a virtual port channel (vPC) configuration. 



 

 

 

 

● Cisco UCS 6454 Fabric Interconnects are connected to the Cisco MDS 9132T switches using 

32-Gbps Fibre Channel connections configured as a port channel for SAN connectivity. 

● The Pure Storage FlashArray//X50 R3 connects to each Cisco MDS 9132T switches to provide 

redundant paths through both the fabrics using 32-Gbps Fibre Channel connections for SAN 

connectivity. 

● VMware 7.0 U2 ESXi software is installed on Cisco UCS B200 M6 servers to validate the infra-

structure. 

VLAN Configuration 

Table 1 list VLANs configured for setting up the FlashStack environment along with their usage: 

Table 1. VLAN Usage 

2 Native-VLAN Use VLAN 2 as Native VLAN instead of default VLAN (1). 

15 OOB-MGMT-VLAN Out-of-Band Management VLAN to connect the management ports 

for various devices. 

115 IB-MGMT-VLAN In Band Management VLAN utilized for all in-band management 

connectivity for example, ESXi hosts, VM management and so on. 

1101 VM-Traffic-VLAN VM data traffic VLAN. 

1130 vMotion-VLAN VMware vMotion traffic. 

901* iSCSI-A-VLAN iSCSI-A path for supporting boot-from-san for both Cisco UCS B-

Series and Cisco UCS C-Series servers. 

902* iSCSI-B-VLAN iSCSI-A path for supporting boot-from-san for both Cisco UCS B-

Series and Cisco UCS C-Series servers. 

* iSCSI VLANs are not required when using FC storage access. 

Some of the key highlights of VLAN usage are as follows: 

● VLAN 15 allows customers to manage and access out of band management interfaces of various 

devices. 

● VLAN 115 is used for in-band management of VM, ESXi hosts and other infrastructure services.  

● A pair of iSCSI VLANs (901 and 902) are configured to provide access to boot LUNs for ESXi 

hosts. These VLANs are not needed when configuring Fibre Channel connectivity. 

Logical Topology 

In FlashStack deployments, each Cisco UCS server equipped with a Cisco Virtual Interface Card (VIC) 

is configured for multiple virtual network interfaces (vNICs) which appear as standards-compliant PCIe 

endpoints to the OS. The end-to-end logical connectivity including VLAN/VSAN usage between the 



 

 

 

 

service profile for an ESXi host and the storage configuration on Pure Storage FlashArray is captured 

in the following sub-sections. 

Logical Topology for IP-based Storage Access 

Figure 12 illustrates the end-to-end connectivity design for IP-based storage access. 

 Logical Connectivity for iSCSI Design Figure 12. 

 

Each ESXi host server profile supports: 

● Managing the ESXi hosts using a common management segment 

● Diskless SAN boot using iSCSI with persistent operating system installation for true stateless 

computing 

● Six vNICs where: 

◦ 2 redundant vNICs (vSwitch0-A and vSwitch0-B) carry management traffic. The MTU value for 

these vNICs is set as a Jumbo MTU (9000). 



 

 

 

 

◦ 2 redundant vNICs (VDS-A and VDS-B) are used by the vSphere Distributed switch and carry 

VMware vMotion traffic and customer application data traffic. The MTU for the vNICs is set to 

Jumbo MTU (9000). 

◦ 1 iSCSI-A vNIC used by iSCSI-A vSwitch to provide access to iSCSI-A path. The MTU value 

for the vNIC is set to Jumbo MTU (9000). 

◦ 1 iSCSI-B vNIC used by iSCSI-B vSwitch to provide access to iSCSI-B path. The MTU value 

for this vNIC is set to Jumbo MTU (9000). 

● Each ESXi host (compute node) accesses VM datastores from Pure Storage FlashArray using 

iSCSI for deploying virtual machines. 

Logical Topology for FC-based Storage Access 

Figure 13 illustrates the end-to-end connectivity design for FC-based storage access. 

 Logical Connectivity for FC Design Figure 13. 

 

Each ESXi server profile supports: 

● Managing the ESXi hosts using a common management segment 

● Diskless SAN boot using FC with persistent operating system installation for true stateless com-

puting 

● Four vNICs where: 



 

 

 

 

◦ 2 redundant vNICs (vSwitch0-A and vSwitch0-B) carry management traffic. The MTU value for 

these vNICs is set as a Jumbo MTU (9000). 

◦ 2 redundant vNICs (VDS-A and VDS-B) are used by the vSphere Distributed switch and carry 

VMware vMotion traffic and customer application data traffic. The MTU for the vNICs is set to 

Jumbo MTU (9000). 

◦ 1 vHBA defined on Fabric A to provide access to SAN-A path. 

◦ 1 vHBA defined on Fabric B to provide access to SAN-B path. 

● Each ESXi host (compute node) accesses VM datastores from Pure Storage FlashArray using FC 

for deploying virtual machines. 

Compute System Connectivity 

Cisco UCS 5108 chassis is equipped with the Cisco 2408 FEX modules. Cisco UCS 5108 chassis 

connects to each Cisco UCS 6454 FI using 4 x 25G ports as shown in Figure 14. 

 If you require more bandwidth, all 8 ports on the IOMs can be connected to each FI. 

 Cisco UCSX-9508 Connectivity to Cisco UCS Fabric Interconnects Figure 14. 

 

Cisco Nexus Ethernet Connectivity 

The Cisco Nexus 93180YC-FX device configuration explains the core networking requirements for 

Layer 2 and Layer 3 communication. Some of the key NX-OS features implemented within the design 

are: 

● Feature interface-vlan – Allows for VLAN IP interfaces to be configured within the switch as 

gateways. 

● Feature HSRP – Allows for Hot Standby Routing Protocol configuration for high availability. 

● Feature LACP – Allows for the utilization of Link Aggregation Control Protocol (802.3ad) by the 

port channels configured on the switch. 



 

 

 

 

● Feature VPC – Virtual Port-Channel (vPC) presents the two Nexus switches as a single “logical” 

port channel to the connecting upstream or downstream device. 

● Feature LLDP - Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP), a vendor-neutral device discovery proto-

col, allows the discovery of both Cisco and non-Cisco devices. 

● Feature NX-API – NX-API improves the accessibility of CLI by making them available outside of 

the switch by using HTTP/HTTPS. This feature helps with configuring the Nexus switch remotely 

using automation framework. 

● Feature UDLD - to enable unidirectional link detection for various interfaces. 

Cisco UCS Fabric Interconnect 6454 Ethernet Connectivity 

Cisco UCS 6454 FIs are connected to Cisco Nexus 93180YC-FX3 switches using 25GE and 100GE 

connections configured as Virtual Port Channel. Each FI is connected to both Cisco Nexus switches 

using a 100G aggerate connection, but additional links can easily be added to the port channel to in-

crease the bandwidth as needed. Figure 15 illustrates the physical connectivity details. 

 Cisco UCS 6454 FI Ethernet Connectivity Figure 15. 

 

Pure Storage FlashArray//X50 R3 Ethernet Connectivity 

Pure Storage FlashArray controllers are connected to Cisco Nexus 93180YC-FX3 switches using re-

dundant 25GE connections. Figure 16 illustrates the physical connectivity details. 

 Pure Storage FlashArray//X50 R3 IP Connectivity Figure 16. 

 



 

 

 

 

Cisco MDS SAN Connectivity – FC Design 

The Cisco MDS 9132T is the key design component bringing together the 32Gbps Fibre Channel ca-

pabilities to the FlashStack design. Redundant 32 Gbps Fibre Channel SAN configuration is deployed 

utilizing two MDS 9132Ts switches. Some of the key MDS features implemented within the design are: 

● Feature NPIV – N port identifier virtualization (NPIV) provides a means to assign multiple FC IDs 

to a single N port. 

● Feature fport-channel-trunk – F-port-channel-trunks allow for the fabric logins from the NPV 

switch to be virtualized over the port-channel. This provides non-disruptive redundancy should 

individual member links fail. 

● Smart-Zoning – a feature that reduces the number of TCAM entries by identifying the initiators 

and targets in the environment. 

Cisco UCS Fabric Interconnect 6454 SAN Connectivity 

For SAN connectivity, each Cisco UCS 6454 Fabric Interconnect is connected to a Cisco MDS 9132T 

SAN switch using 2 x 32G Fibre Channel port-channel connection as shown in Figure 17. 

 Cisco UCS 6454 FI SAN Connectivity Figure 17. 

 

Pure FlashArray//X50 R3 SAN Connectivity 

For SAN connectivity, each Pure FlashArray controller is connected to both of Cisco MDS 9132T SAN 

switches using 32G Fibre Channel connections as shown in Figure 18. 

 Pure FlashArray SAN Connectivity Figure 18. 

 



 

 

 

 

 Additional Pure FlashArray ports need to be connected to support fc-nvme. 

VMware vSphere – ESXi Design  

Multiple vNICs (and vHBAs) are created for the ESXi hosts using the Cisco UCS service profile and are 

then assigned to specific virtual and distributed virtual switches. The vNIC and (optional) vHBA distri-

bution for the ESXi hosts is as follows: 

● Two vNICs (one on each Fabric) for vSwitch0 to support core services such as management 

traffic. 

● Two vNICs (one on each Fabric) for vSphere Virtual Distributed Switch (VDS) to support custom-

er data traffic and vMotion traffic. 

● One vNIC each for Fabric-A and Fabric-B for iSCSI storage access and stateless SAN boot. 

These vNICs are only required when iSCSI connectivity is desired. 

● One vHBA each for Fabric-A and Fabric-B for FC storage access and stateless SAN boot. These 

vHBAs are only required when FC connectivity is desired. 

 Typically, you will have iSCSI vNICs or the FC vHBAs configured on the ESXi servers. 

Figure 19 and Figure 20 shows the ESXi vNIC configuration in detail. 

 VMware vSphere – ESXi Host Networking for iSCSI Connectivity Figure 19. 

 



 

 

 

 

 VMware vSphere – ESXi Host Networking for FC Connectivity Figure 20. 

 

Pure Storage FlashArray - Storage Design 

This design is implemented using VMware vSphere 7.0 U2 for the vCenter Server and ESXi version. 

This design leverages VMware VMFS datastores and Virtual Volumes (vVols) for storage integration.  

To setup Pure Storage FlashArray, you need to configure the following items: 

● Volumes 

◦ ESXi boot LUNs - used to enable ESXi host boot from SAN functionality using iSCSI or FC. 

◦ Infrastructure datastore(s) - used by the vSphere environment to store the VMs 

● Hosts 

◦ All FlashArray ESXi hosts  

◦ Every active initiator for a given ESXi host should be added to the host 

● Host Groups 

◦ All ESXi hosts in a VMware cluster will be part of the Host Group 

◦ Host Groups are used to mount Infrastructure datastores in the VMware environment 

● Virtual Volumes 

◦ All ESXi hosts in a VMware cluster will be part of the Host Group for vVOL access. vVOLs are 

connected to the VMs through protocol end points (PE) acting as subsidiary logical units 



 

 

 

 

(SLUs, also called sub-luns). Virtual volumes architecture and configuration is discussed in 

more detail in the following section. 

The volumes, interfaces, and VLAN/VSAN details are shown in Figure 21. 

 Pure Storage FlashArray Volumes Figure 21. 

 

Virtual Volumes Configuration 

VMware Virtual Volumes (vVols), first introduced in VMware vSphere version 6.0, is a storage technol-

ogy that provides policy-based, granular storage configuration and control of virtual machines (VMs). 

Through API-based interaction with underlying storage, VMware administrators can maintain storage 

configuration compliance using only native VMware interfaces. 

Version 5.x of Purity//FA software introduced support for FlashArray-based vSphere Virtual Volumes 

(vVols). The accompanying Pure Storage Plugin for the vSphere Client (the Plugin) makes it possible 

to create, manage, and use vVols that are based on FlashArray volumes from within the vSphere Cli-

ent. 



 

 

 

 

 High-level vSphere Virtual Volumes Architecture Figure 22. 

 

To start using vVOLs with the Pure Storage FlashArray ,the arrays Storage Providers must be regis-

tered in vCenter Server, the protocol endpoint is then connected to the hostgroup, and finally the vVol 

datastore is created.  

Register the FlashArray Storage Providers 

The two main methods to register the Storage Providers is to manually add them in vCenter Server, or 

to use the Pure Storage Plugin for the vSphere Client to register the storage provider for the given 

FlashArray. Pure Storage recommends using the plugin to register the FlashArray Storage Providers.     

Connect Protocol Endpoint to Host Group(s) 

Users will need to connect the protocol endpoint when manually creating the vVol Datastore in 

vCenter Server. This must be done via the FlashArray CLI. Should the Pure Storage Plugin be used, 

the plugin will automatically connect the PE to the host group that correlates to the ESXi Cluster that is 

used to create the vVol Datastore with the Plugin.  

Mount the vVol Datastore 

The vVol Datastore can be mounted manually or through the Pure Storage Plugin. When mounting the 

vVol Datastore, it is highly recommended to mount it to all the hosts in the ESXi cluster. 



 

 

 

 

Storage Policy Based Management (SPBM) 

Storage Policies can be applied to vVols VMs that can automatically configure the corresponding vol-

umes for the VM to be protected by FlashArray protection groups. Policies can be imported from ex-

isting FlashArray protection group policies or can be created in vCenter Server to match the require-

ments of existing Protection Groups. 

For more details on the implementation of VMware Virtual Volumes with Pure Storage FlashArray, see: 

https://support.purestorage.com/Solutions/VMware_Platform_Guide/003Virtual_Volumes_-

_VVols/Guides_and_How_To's/Web_Guide%3A_Implementing_vSphere_Virtual_Volumes_with_Flash

Array 

UEFI Secure Boot  

This validation of FlashStack includes using UEFI Secure Boot for the first time. Unified Extensible 

Firmware Interface (UEFI) is a specification that defines a software interface between an operating 

system and platform firmware. Cisco UCS Manager uses UEFI to replace the BIOS firmware interfaces. 

This allows the BIOS to run in UEFI mode while still providing legacy support. When UEFI secure boot 

is enabled, all executables, such as boot loaders and adapter drivers, are authenticated by the BIOS 

before they can be loaded. Additionally, in this validation Trusted Platform Modules (TPMs) 2.0 were 

installed in the Cisco UCS B200 M6 servers. VMware ESXi 7.0 supports UEFI Secure Boot. VMware 

vCenter 7.0 supports UEFI Secure Boot Attestation between the TPM 2.0 module and ESXi, validating 

that UEFI Secure Boot has properly taken place.  

End-to-End FC-NVMe with FlashArray and VMware vSphere 

Pure Storage FlashArray//X is the world’s first 100% native NVMe storage solution for Tier 0 and Tier 1 

block storage applications. 

NVM Express (NVMe) is an optimized, high-performance, scalable interface designed to work with 

current and the next-generation NVM technologies. The NVMe interface is defined to enable host 

software to communicate with nonvolatile memory over PCI Express (PCIe). 

NVMe is designed to have up to 64 thousand queues. In turn, each of those queues can have up to 64 

thousand commands that are processed simultaneously. This is a much larger queue depth than SCSI 

typically has. NVMe also streamlines the list of commands to only the basic commands that Flash 

technologies need.  

NVMe over Fabrics (NVMe-oF) is an extension of the NVMe network protocol to Ethernet and Fibre 

Channel delivering faster and more efficient connectivity between storage and servers, as well as a 

reduction in CPU utilization of application host servers. 

FC-NVMe uses the Fibre-Channel protocol as the transport. This allows data to be transferred from 

host memory to the Pure FlashArray target. This solution implements NVMe using the FC-NVMe pro-

tocol over a SAN built using Cisco MDS switches. NVMe initiators consisting of Cisco UCS M6 servers 

installed with Cisco 1400 VIC adapters can access Pure FlashArray NVMe targets over Fibre Channel. 

https://support.purestorage.com/Solutions/VMware_Platform_Guide/003Virtual_Volumes_-_VVols/Guides_and_How_To's/Web_Guide%3A_Implementing_vSphere_Virtual_Volumes_with_FlashArray
https://support.purestorage.com/Solutions/VMware_Platform_Guide/003Virtual_Volumes_-_VVols/Guides_and_How_To's/Web_Guide%3A_Implementing_vSphere_Virtual_Volumes_with_FlashArray
https://support.purestorage.com/Solutions/VMware_Platform_Guide/003Virtual_Volumes_-_VVols/Guides_and_How_To's/Web_Guide%3A_Implementing_vSphere_Virtual_Volumes_with_FlashArray


 

 

 

 

 End-to-End NVMe over Fibre Channel Connectivity Figure 23. 

 

Each port on the Pure FlashArray can be configured as traditional scsi-fc port or as a nvme-fc port to 

support NVMe end-to-end via fibre channel from the host to storage array. Note that a given FC port 

is either going to be SCSI or NVMe, not both on the FlashArray. 

Two ports on each Pure FlashArray controllers are configured as SCSI ports and the other two are 

configured as NVMe ports in this design validation as shown below. 



 

 

 

 

 

Cisco UCS provides a unified fabric that is an architectural approach delivering flexibility, scalability, 

intelligence and simplicity. This flexibility allows Cisco UCS to readily support new technologies such 

as FC-NVMe seamlessly. In a Cisco UCS service profile, both standard Fibre Channel and FC-NVMe 

vHBAs can be created. The type of vHBA is selected in the Fibre Channel adapter policy as shown be-

low. 

 

A default Fibre Channel adapter policy named FCNVMeInitiator is preconfigured in Cisco UCS Manag-

er. This policy contains recommended adapter settings for FC-NVMe.  

Both Fibre Channel and FC-NVMe vHBAs can exist in a Cisco UCS service profile on a single server. In 

the lab validation for this document, four vHBAs (one FC-NVME initiator on each Fibre Channel fabric 

and one Fibre Channel initiator on each Fibre Channel fabric) were created in each service profile. 

Each vHBA, regardless of type, was automatically assigned a worldwide node name (WWNN) and a 

worldwide port name (WWPN). The Cisco UCS fabric interconnects were in Fibre Channel end-host 

mode (NPV mode) and uplinked through a SAN port channel to the Cisco MDS 9132T switches in NPV 

mode. Zoning in the Cisco MDS 9132T switches connected the vHBAs to storage targets for both FC-

NVMe and Fibre Channel. Single-initiator, multiple-target zones were used for both FCP and FC-

NVMe.  

The ESXi automatically connects to Pure FlashArray NVMe subsystem and discovers all shared NVMe 

storage devices that it can reach once the SAN zoning on MDS switches, and the configuration of 

host/host groups and volumes is completed on the Pure FlashArray. 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Design Considerations 

Network Considerations 

Cisco Nexus 9000 Series vPC Best Practices 

The following Cisco Nexus 9000 design best practices and recommendations were used in this de-

sign. 

vPC Peer Keepalive Link Considerations 

● It is recommended to have a dedicated layer 3 link for vPC peer keepalive, followed by out-of-

band management interface (mgmt0) and lastly, routing the peer keepalive link over an existing 

Layer3 infrastructure between the existing vPC peers.  

● vPC peer keepalive link should not be routed over a vPC peer-link.  

● The out-of-band management network is used as the vPC peer keepalive link in this design. 

vPC Peer Link Considerations 

● Only vPC VLANs are allowed on the vPC peer-links. For deployments that require non-vPC 

VLAN traffic to be exchanged between vPC peer switches, deploy a separate Layer 2 link for this 

traffic. 

● Only required VLANs are allowed on the vPC peer links and member ports – prune all others to 

minimize internal resource consumption. 

QoS Considerations 

When using iSCSI for storage traffic, it may be necessary to prioritize the storage traffic over vMotion 

traffic. The deployment guide will include an example configuration, but QoS settings should always 

include of comprehensive plan for the individual environment. 

Cisco UCS Fabric Interconnect (FI) Best Practices 

The following Cisco UCS Fabric Interconnect design best practices and recommendations were used 

in this design. 

Ethernet End-Host Mode  

● This is the default switch mode for the Cisco UCS Fabric Interconnect. 

● In this mode the FI will only learn MAC addresses from devices connected on Server and Appli-

ance ports 

● In this mode the FI does not run spanning-tree and handles loop avoidance using a combination 

of Deja-Vu check and Reverse Path Forwarding (RFP).  



 

 

 

 

Storage Considerations 

Boot From SAN 

When utilizing Cisco UCS Server technology it is recommended to configure Boot from SAN and store 

the boot partitions on remote storage, this enabled architects and administrators to take full advantage 

of the stateless nature of service profiles for hardware flexibility across lifecycle management of serv-

er hardware generational changes, Operating Systems/Hypervisors, and overall portability of server 

identity. Boot from SAN also removes the need to populate local server storage creating more admin-

istrative overhead. 

Pure Storage FlashArray Considerations 

 Make sure Each FlashArray Controller is connected to BOTH storage fabrics (A/B). 

With Purity, it’s a best practice to map Hosts to Host Groups and then Host Groups to Volumes, this 

ensures the Volume is presented on the same LUN ID to all hosts and allows for simplified manage-

ment of ESXi Clusters across multiple nodes. 

How big should a Volume be? With Purity, the complexities of aggregates, RAID groups, and so on, 

are removed. When managing storage, you just create a volume based on the size required, availabil-

ity and performance are taken care of via RAID-HD and DirectFlash Software. As an administrator you 

can create 1 10TB volume or 10 1TB Volumes and their performance/availability will be the same, so 

instead of creating volumes for availability or performance you can think about recoverability, man-

ageability, and administrative considerations. Such as "what data do I want to present to this applica-

tion" or "what data do I want to store together so I can replicate it to another site/system/cloud…" 

and so on.   

Port Connectivity 

● 10/25/40GbE connectivity support – while both 10 and 25 Gbps is provided through 2 onboard 

NICs on each FlashArray controller, if additional interfaces or 40GbE connectivity are also re-

quired, then make sure additional NICs have been included in the original FlashArray BOM. 

● 16/32Gb Fiber Channel support (N-2 support) – Pure Storage offers up to 32Gb FC support on 

the latest FlashArray//X series arrays. Always make sure the correct number of HBAs and the 

speed of SFPs are included in the original FlashArray BOM. 

Oversubscription 

To reduce the impact of an outage or maintenance scheduled downtime it Is good practice when de-

signing fabrics to provide oversubscription of bandwidth, this enables a similar performance profile 

during component failure and protects workloads from being impacted by a reduced number of paths 

during a component failure or maintenance event. Oversubscription can be achieved by increasing the 

number of physically cabled connections between storage and compute. These connections can then 

be utilized to deliver performance and reduced latency to the underlying workloads running on the so-

lution. 



 

 

 

 

Topology 

When configuring your SAN, it’s important to remember that the more hops you have, the more laten-

cy you will see. For best performance, the ideal topology is a “Flat Fabric” where the FlashArray is on-

ly one hop away from any applications being hosted on it. For iSCSI, we recommend that you do not 

add routing to your storage LAN.  

VMware Virtual Volumes Considerations 

A vCenter that is in Enhanced Linked Mode will each be able to communicate with the same FlashAr-

ray, however vCenters that are not in Enhanced Linked Mode must use CA-Signed Certificates to use 

the same FlashArray. Should multiple vCenters need to use the same FlashArray for vVols, they should 

be configured in Enhanced Linked Mode. 

Ensure that the Config vVol is either part of an existing FlashArray Protection Group, Storage Policy 

that includes snapshots or manual snapshots of the Config vVol are taken. This will help with the VM 

recovery process if the VM is deleted. 

Keep in mind that there are some FlashArray limits on Volume Connections per Host, Volume Count 

and Snapshot Count. For more details on FlashArray limits, see:  

https://support.purestorage.com/FlashArray/PurityFA/General_Troubleshooting/Pure_Storage_FlashA

rray_Limits 

When a Storage Policy is applied to a vVol VM, the volumes associated with that VM are added to the 

designated protection group when applying the policy to the VM. Should replication be part of the pol-

icy, be mindful of the amount of VMs using that storage policy and replication group. A large amount 

of VMs with high change rate could cause replication to miss its schedule due to increased replication 

bandwidth and time needed to complete the scheduled snapshot. Pure Storage recommends vVol 

VMs that have Storage Policies applied be balanced between protection groups. 

Pure Storage FlashArray Best Practices for VMware vSphere 7.0 

The following pure storage best practices for VMware vSphere should be followed as part of a design:  

● FlashArray Volumes are automatically presented to VMware vSphere using the Round Robin Path 

Selection Policy (PSP) and appropriate vendor Storage Array Type Plugin (SATP) for vSphere 

7.0. 

● vSphere 7.0 also uses the Latency SATP that was introduced in vSphere 6.7U1 (This replaces 

the I/O Operations Limit of 1 SATP, which was the default from vSphere 6.5U1). It is recom-

mended to set samplingCycles - 16 and latencyEvalTime - 180000 ms. 

● DataMover.HardwareAcceleratedMove, DataMover.HardwareAcceleratedInit, and 

VMFS3.HardwareAcceleratedLocking should all be enabled. 

● When using iSCSI connected FlashArray volumes, it is recommended to set TCP DelayedAck to 

false (disabled) and LoginTimeout to 30 seconds. Jumbo Frames are optional when using iSCSI. 

● Queue depths should be left at the default. Changing queue depths on the ESXi host is a tweak 

and should only be examined if a performance problem (high latency) is observed. 

https://support.purestorage.com/FlashArray/PurityFA/General_Troubleshooting/Pure_Storage_FlashArray_Limits
https://support.purestorage.com/FlashArray/PurityFA/General_Troubleshooting/Pure_Storage_FlashArray_Limits


 

 

 

 

● Install VMware tools or Open VM tools whenever possible. 

● When mounting snapshots, use the ESXi resignature option and avoid force-mounting. 

● Ensure all ESXi hosts are connected to both FlashArray controllers. At a minimum at least two 

paths to each. Aim for total redundancy. 

● Configure Host Groups on the FlashArray identically to clusters in vSphere. For example, if a 

cluster has four hosts in it, create a corresponding Host Group on the relevant FlashArray with 

exactly those four hosts—no more, no less. 

● Use Paravirtual SCSI adapters for virtual machines whenever possible. 

● Atomic Test and Set (ATS) is required on all Pure Storage volumes. This is a default configura-

tion, and no changes should normally be needed. 

For more details about the VMware vSphere Pure Storage FlashArray Best Practices see: 

https://support.purestorage.com/Solutions/VMware_Platform_Guide/User_Guides_for_VMware_Solut

ions/FlashArray_VMware_Best_Practices_User_Guide/Quick_Reference%3A_Best_Practice_Settings 

Pure Storage FlashArray Best Practices for VMware Virtual Volumes (vVols) 

Along with the above Pure Storage Best Practices for VMware vSphere the following should be con-

sidered as part of a design that includes the implementation of vVols as part of the solution: 

● Create a Local FlashArray Array Admin user to register the storage provider with vs using the lo-

cal “pure user’ account, vvols-admin for example. 

● Use the Round Robin pathing policy (default) for the Protocol Endpoint. 

● Use the Pure Storage Plugin for the vSphere Client to register the FlashArray storage provider 

and mount the vVols Datastore if possible. 

● If manually registering the storage providers, Register both VASA providers with CT0.ETH0 and 

CT1.ETH0. It is supported to use ETH1 if a custom certificate is used.   

● If manually mounting the vVol datastore, you will need to connect the protocol endpoint       

● A single PE should be sufficient for the design utilizing the default device queue depth for the PE. 

● Keep VM Templates on vVols when deploying new vVol VMs from a template. 

● When resizing a VM’s VMDK that resides on a vVol complete the task from vSphere Client and 

not the FlashArray GUI. 

● ESXi Hosts, vCenter Server and FlashArray should have the same NTP Server synchronization 

configuration, as well as Network port 8084 must be open and accessible from vCenter Servers 

and ESXi hosts to the FlashArray that will be used for vVol. 

● vCenter Server should not reside on vVols. 

● The FlashArray Protocol Endpoint object 'pure-protocol-endpoint' must exist. The FlashArray 

admin must not rename, delete or otherwise edit the default FlashArray Protocol Endpoint. 

https://support.purestorage.com/Solutions/VMware_Platform_Guide/User_Guides_for_VMware_Solutions/FlashArray_VMware_Best_Practices_User_Guide/Quick_Reference%3A_Best_Practice_Settings
https://support.purestorage.com/Solutions/VMware_Platform_Guide/User_Guides_for_VMware_Solutions/FlashArray_VMware_Best_Practices_User_Guide/Quick_Reference%3A_Best_Practice_Settings


 

 

 

 

For more information on vVols best practices, see: 

https://support.purestorage.com/Solutions/VMware_Platform_Guide/User_Guides_for_VMware_Solut

ions/Virtual_Volumes_User_Guide/vVols_User_Guide%3A_Best_Practice_Summary 

https://support.purestorage.com/Solutions/VMware_Platform_Guide/User_Guides_for_VMware_Solutions/Virtual_Volumes_User_Guide/vVols_User_Guide%3A_Best_Practice_Summary
https://support.purestorage.com/Solutions/VMware_Platform_Guide/User_Guides_for_VMware_Solutions/Virtual_Volumes_User_Guide/vVols_User_Guide%3A_Best_Practice_Summary


 

 

 

 

Validation 

Test Plan 

The solution was validated by deploying virtual machines running the vdbench tool. The system was 

validated for resiliency by failing various aspects of the system under load. Examples of the types of 

tests include: 

● Failure and recovery of fibre channel booted ESXi hosts in a cluster 

● Rebooting of fibre channel booted hosts 

● Failure and recovery of redundant links to Flash Array controllers from MDS switches for Fibre 

Channel 

● Service Profile migration between blades 

● Failure of partial and complete IOM links to Fabric Interconnects 

● Failure and recovery of iSCSI booted ESXi hosts in a cluster 

● Rebooting of iSCSI channel booted hosts 

● Failure and recovery of redundant links to Flash Array controllers from Cisco Nexus switches for 

iSCSI 

● Failure and recovery of a Cisco Nexus switch 

Validated Hardware 

Table 2 lists the hardware and software versions used during solution validation. It is important to note 

that Cisco, Pure Storage, and VMware have compatibility matrixes that should be referenced to de-

termine support and are available in the Appendix. 

Table 2. Validated Hardware and Software 

Compute Cisco UCS Fabric Interconnects 

6400 Series, Cisco UCS B200 

M6, Cisco UCS C220 M5, and 

Cisco UCS C125 

4.2 (1f) Includes the Cisco UCS-

IOM 2408, Cisco UCS 

Manager, Cisco UCS VIC 

1440, and Cisco UCS VIC 

1457/1455 

Network Cisco Nexus Switches 9.3(7a)  Nexus Switches 

Cisco MDS 9132T 8.5(1a) MDS Switches 

Storage Pure FlashArray//X50 R3 6.1.6 Software version 

Software Cisco UCS Manager 4.2 Software version 

VMware vSphere 7.0 U2 Software version 



 

 

 

 

VMware ESXi nfnic FC driver 5.0.0.15 Software version 

VMware ESXi nenic Ethernet 

driver 

1.0.35.0 Software version 

Pure Storage Plugin 5.0.0 Software version 

VASA Provider 3.5 Software version 



 

 

 

 

Summary 

FlashStack delivers a platform for Enterprise and cloud datacenters using Cisco UCS Blade Servers, 

Cisco Fabric Interconnects, Cisco Nexus 9000 switches, Cisco MDS switches, and Fibre Channel or 

iSCSI attached Pure Storage FlashArray//X50 R3. FlashStack is designed and validated using com-

pute, network and storage best practices for high performance, high availability, and simplicity in im-

plementation and management. 

This CVD validates the design, performance, management, scalability, and resilience that FlashStack 

provides to customers along with providing an automated way of deploying the solution using Ansible. 
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